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The Colossal Fraud On The American People

NEGROES ENABLED IN CIVIL WAR-REVOLUTION FOR WORLD COMMUNISM TAKE-OVER

LEADERS OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS ALARMED: WOULD LOSE U.S. AS ALLY

Reports show a nation-wide uprising approaches; (b) government action to "restore order"; (c) their internationalization by U.N. as admiral; (d) then U.S. to carve out of U.S. a Negro nation in katatoni. (e) then U.S. to carve out of SOUTHLAND VS. NIGERIAN

(THESE PLANS ARE LOW KNOWN AND ACQUIRED.

The above map taken from the official records of the Congressional Committee on Un-American Activities. The original plot of the Communist Party was to drive enough Whites out of the South to give the Negroes dominance and control in the areas indicated above.

THE ABOVE IS THE COMMUNIST-PUN-LAD "BLACK REPUBLIC" TO BE DOMINATED BY RUSSIA IN ITS RULE OF THE SOUTH.
"CIVIL RIGHTS" - "INTEGRATION" HOAX ON THE NEGROES
PLANNED BY STALIN IN 1928 TO FOMENT CIVIL WAR IN U.S. AND OVERTHROW OF U.S. GOVERNMENT
WOULD ALSO AID THE WORLD UPRISING OF NEGROES FOR WORLD SOVIET SOCIALIST REVOLUTION

COMMUNISTS USE NEGROES FOR U.S. CIVIL WAR

Manning Johnson, former top Negro communist:

"Stirring up race and class conflict is the basis of all communist party work in the South...This plot to use the Negroes as the spearhead, or expendables, was concocted by Stalin in 1928."

Vulgarly Negro intellectuals, along with the reds, through their impractical, unrealistic alien behavior, turn race relations into a shambles. Every Negro who opposes integration and the N.A.A.C.P. becomes a "traitor" or an "Uncle Tom." Every white person taking a similar stand is a "criminal" and "outside of the law."

They (Negro intellectuals) have no love for their own people...They play Mosso's game and they deserve whatever red reward is due them.

A large number of Negro ministers are all for the communists. White ministers acting as missionaries, using the race angle as bait, aided in the cultivation of Negro ministers for work in the Red solar system of organizations...The use of sex and perversion as a means of political blackmail was an accepted red tactic.

...of all their work methods used, it was generally agreed that the Church is the "best cover for illegal work."

-from the book, "Color, Communism and Common Sense."

J. Edgar Hoover: "In the case of the Negro Minority the Comintern began in 1928 to lay down a specific Party line for the guidance of comrades in the U.S...Negroes were to be considered as an 'oppressed race.' But in the South, the slogan must be: 'the Right of Self-Determination of the Negroes in the Black Belt.'"

-Masters of Deceit.

EAST GERMANY COMMUNISTS TRAIN NEGROES FOR WORLD UPRISING; TOLD TO UNITE WITH WORLD NEGROES

Includes U.S. Negroes; Guineans; Ghanaians; Congolese, Liberians and Togolese.

Berlin: Communist East Germany has opened an American Negro Agitation Training Center in the Saxon industrial city of Bautzen.

"The Center, named as "The Institute for the Advancement of the Negro Race," seeks to transform the racial unrest in the U.S. South into a powerful Negro nationalist movement.

Intelligence officials attribute the communist exploitation of United States to Gerhard Eisler, the former No. 1 American communist who urged an establishment of such a U. S. Negro propaganda training center at the time of the Little Rock school integration riots in 1957."

Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist Party in America, said in his booklet, "Which Way USA" in 1964.

"It seems that in the period ahead the struggle will proceed on three levels. First, the overall national objective will be to get the civil rights legislation passed by congress. The second level will be organized struggle for specific objectives. This should not be a retreat from the high point of huge-demonstrations. On the contrary it is the strength displayed in mass demonstrations that makes it possible to win specific victories. The third level is the continued struggle in the South. The slow dogged campaign to break down the bars against registration of negro voters is going ahead. If we could launch a national and international campaign against Southern brutality we could make a signal contribution to the freeing of the South. Why can there not be a clearing house that exposes every act of terror to the world? This is something to which the churches might well direct their attention. The civil rights front is that on which the main battles are being fought today. It must at all times receive our top attention."

EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS ALARMED AT REPORTS OF AMERICA'S INTERNAL PERIL

WASSER-BACKED BLACK MUSLIMS CAN SPRING NEGRO UPRISINGS IN U.S. AT ANYTIME

France-May 1965: Governments of Western Europe are receiving alarming reports which touch on America's internal stability.

Their informants put it bluntly; a development has taken place within the past few weeks which can shatter America, and a crisis in America can endanger the West. However, according to reliable reports reaching governments around the world (though not the American public), the NAACP and Elijah Mohammed's followers have formed a common front, which means that the more violent leaders have assumed direction. Elijah's lieutenants have been organizing an elite militia and stocking arms...

Reports: a brutal, sudden outbreak, nationwide in scope, with Black Muslims forming the officer cadre, is approaching, and that it will follow the now familiar pattern; uprising; government reaction to "restore order" and internationalization of the dispute...through the U.N. - with the solid support of Africans in the world assembly.

*** Should African-Arab Asian rumblings in U.N. fail to block fulfillment of Kennedy-Feldman promises to support Israel, another card remains: it is Nasser's ability to ignite a NAACP-BLACK MUSLIM fuse within America - with whole blocks in the U.N. already pledged to prevent Washington from dealing firmly with our own rebellion.

B. du. Berrier Report

*** Would "internationalizing" mean assasination of the "Black Republic" from U.S. occupation by foreign U.N. troops? The Police State via the Executive Orders already waiting for "the emergency" to bring them about?